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The quick and simple way of communicating in a foreign language on the move. Phrasebooks can
be bulky, difficult and slow to use, with a phonetic system that is rarely understood. What makes
these cards unique is the way you use them. Instead of looking up complete phrases, you tailor-
make your own using the words on the cards. Pigeon cards are discreet and they look like
postcards. Three tough 110x165mm laminated cards with a wraparound cover. They come as a
single strip, perforated and consortia folded into a resealable polypropylene bag.
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Five Language Visual Dictionary , Dorling Kindersley Publishing, Inc, 2003, Foreign Language
Study, 400 pages. Labeled drawings provide a wide range of everyday terms from the telephone to
human anatomy in English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish..

The England Cricket Miscellany , John (John David Thomas) White, 2006, Cricket, 160 pages.
There is something for every cricket lover in The England Cricket Miscellany. The England cricket
team has a long and storied history, but this book is not exclusively a work.

Doll's House The Wild Duck : The Lady from the Sea, Henrik Ibsen, 1958, Drama, 242 pages.
Three plays which are exemplary of Ibsen's concern with the conflict between social consciousness
and individual growth.

English-Arabic, Arabic-English Dictionary & Phrasebook , Mahmoud Gaafar, Jane Wightwick, 2003,
Foreign Language Study, 224 pages. As the national language of nearly 20 countries in Africa and
Asia, and spoken by approximately 190 million people, Arabic is the lingua franca of the Middle
East. This title.

Pass ECDL 5 , , 2009, Computer literacy, 554 pages. Written for Office 2007, following the well-
loved Payne-Gallway practical approach, this engaging, jargon-free ECDL textbook uses real-life
tasks to teach learners the skills.

Pigeon Portuguese , Kenneth Griffiths, 2000, Portuguese language, 10 pages. The quick and simple
way of communicating in a foreign language on the move. Phrasebooks can be bulky, difficult and
slow to use, with a phonetic system that is rarely.

Pigeon German , Kenneth Griffiths, 2001, German language, 10 pages. The quick and simple way
of communicating in a foreign language on the move. Phrasebooks can be bulky, difficult and slow
to use, with a phonetic system that is rarely.

Digger's Diary Tales from the Allotment, Victor Osborne, 2000, Allotment gardens, 223 pages. This
work provides the low-down on what really goes on among the ramshackleheds and improvised
cold-frames where the allotment-holding tribe practiseheir horticultural rituals.

Italian phrase book , DK Publishing, Inc, Dorling Kindersley Publishing, Mar 15, 1998, Foreign
Language Study, 144 pages. Organized by subject, this "Eyewitness Phrase Book" contains
everyday phrases, public transportation, shopping, and hotels. Includes an extensive menu guide
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Laura Ashley , Martin Wood, Sep 15, 2009, Art, 192 pages. Welsh designer Laura Mountney was
born in 1925 and married Bernard Ashley in 1949. She started her fashion empire humbly вЂ” on
her kitchen table in Pimlico вЂ” where she.

Banana! , , 2007, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. In a book about manners by the creator of Chick,
two monkeys have a dilemma when there is only one banana to share and the monkey without
the banana does not know the "magic word.".

The Folk of the Faraway Tree , Enid Blyton, 2007, Children's stories, 209 pages. When Joe, Beth
and Frannie move to a new home, an Enchanted Wood is on their doorstep. And when they
discover the Faraway Tree, that is the beginning of many magical adventures.

A rhetoric of argument , Jeanne Fahnestock, Marie Secor, 1982, English language, 366 pages. .



Visual C++ 1.5 by example , Greg M. Perry, Jim Ross, Apr 1, 1994, Computers, 843 pages. The
easiest way to learn how to program with Visual C++. This books presents the basic concepts of
programming along with a clear explanation of the key development tools thatThe Redwall
Cookbook , Brian Jacques, 2005, Juvenile Nonfiction, 96 pages. From the simple refreshment of
Summer Strawberry Fizz to the inventive Great Hall Gooseberry Fool, collects meals and recipes
discussed in the Redwall series of adventures



Organizational behavior , Stephen P. Robbins, 2001, Business & Economics, 643 pages. Key
Benefit: THE most comprehensive, reality-based review of organizational behavior of its kind, this
volume prepares readers to explain and predict behavior in organizationsDead Scarecrow , J. Q.
Starmer, Nov 1, 2004, Juvenile Fiction, 204 pages. On a lovely autumn day Johnny Mack Willard
left home for an afternoon bike ride and never returned. His unexplained disappearance has
always fascinated best friends, Bailey and
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The Bride Will Keep Her Name A Novel, Jan Goldstein, Jun 16, 2009, Fiction, 259 pages. Something
borrowed. Something blue. Do you really know the man to whom youвЂ™re saying вЂI do?вЂ™
Madison Mandelbaum is on top of the world. SheвЂ™s got a loving вЂ” though totallySynthetic
Methods of Organometallic and Inorganic Chemistry Copper, silver, gold, zinc, cadmium, and
mercury : 1 table / vol. ed.: Dietrich K. Breitinger and Wolfgang A. Herrmann. Vol. 5, Wolfgang A.
Herrmann, Georg Brauer, Dietrich K. Breitinger, 1999, Cadmium compounds, 248 pages



The Stainless Steel Rat Joins The Circus , Harry Harrison, Nov 13, 1999, Fiction, 269 pages. The
indomitable Stainless Steel Rat returns, under contract from a 40,000-year-old billionaire to
investigate a string of robberies, robberies that always occur just when theManaging your
communication in and for the organization , William I. Gorden, John R. Miller, Apr 1, 1983,
Business & Economics, 280 pages download Pigeon Italian 0953436012, 9780953436019 Michel
Foucault, Volume 2 , Barry Smart, Jan 1, 1994, Philosophy, 411 pages What would life be like with
no fear? If you could feel completely at home and at rest in the intimate love of God? We all face
two choices in life: to live life as if we have.
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Draught Animal Power in India , Pratap Singh, A. N. Mathur, R. N. Verma, 2002, Draft animals, 164
pages. Papers presented in a national seminar held at UdaipurPolitical Philosophy , Anthony
Quinton, 1967, Political science, 201 pages
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Swing Jazz Duets - Tenor Sax Edition , Al Biondi, Oct 1, 1999, Music, 32 pagesNegotiating National
Identity Immigrants, Minorities, and the Struggle for Ethnicity in Brazil, Jeff Lesser, 1999, History,
281 pages. Despite great ethnic and racial diversity, ethnicity in Brazil is often portrayed as a
simple matter of black or white, a distinction reinforced by the ruling elite's efforts Cartography
and Geographic Information Science, Volume 35 , , 2008, Cartography Shows the monuments,
memorials, and cultural institutions of the United States' capital city.
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Teaching with the brain in mind , Eric Jensen, 1998, Education, 133 pages. Read the title again,
and then consider: What is the point of doing your job any other way? After explaining the basics
of research and theory in clear terms, this book offersCommunicating in the classroom , Kathleen
Kougl, 1997, Education, 330 pages. This well-organized text is designed to help prospective
teachers understand the dynamics of communication Tartuffe and the Bourgeois Gentleman ,
MoliГЁre, 1998, Drama, 395 pages. Two timeless works by one of France's greatest playwrights:
"Tartuffe," a 1664 verse comedy concerning a con artist, and the 1670 prose farce "The Bourgeois
Gentleman," in "A three-year-old boy falls 18 feet into a gorilla cage and is saved by a mttoher - a
mother gorilla, that is! A waitress finds a lottery ticket for a tip, instead of cash. And. Tells the
story of a young Bible-school student unjustly convicted of murder and how his faith sustained him
until his court-ordered release.
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Alienation and resistance the political behavior of Afro-Canadians, Paula Denice McClain, 1979,
Biography & Autobiography, 93 pagesTraditions of the Magi Zoroastrianism in Greek and Latin
Literature, Albert De Jong, Jan 1, 1997, Religion, 496 pages. This volume is intended as a
contribution to the history of Zoroastrianism. It attempts to show the diversity of beliefs and
practices of ancient Zoroastrianism by analysing
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Wisdom of the Elders Native and Scientific Ways of Knowing about Nature, Peter Knudtson, David
Suzuki, 2006, Nature, 288 pages. First Published in 1992, this classic David Suzuki title is now
available with a new introduction. A meticulous gathering of both scientific insight and Native
knowledgeDigital typography sourcebook , Marvin Bryan, Nov 29, 1996, Computers, 384 pages.
Everything you really need to know about typeface Digital Typography Sourcebook is your ultimate
font referenceвЂ”it tells you how to identify different fonts, where to buy them Fundamental
philosophy, Volume 1 , Jaime Luciano Balmes, 1871, History Born at the stroke of midnight at the
exact moment of India's independence, Saleem Sinai is a special child. However, this coincidence
of birth has consequences he is not. What happens to young people when they leave care? Young
care leavers are very over-represented in all the problem social policy areas (for example in the
homelessness, young.
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Educating Global Citizens in Colleges and Universities Challenges and Opportunities, Peter N.
Stearns, Dec 22, 2008, Education, 240 pages. This book provides distinctive analysis of the full
range of expressions in global education at a crucial time, when international competition rises,
tensions with AmericanAxiomatics of classical statistical mechanics , Rudolf Kurth, 1960, Science,
180 pages
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Best of Christmas Ideas , Better Homes &. Gardens, 2009, Crafts & Hobbies, 192 pages. Deck the
halls with tons of ideas and projects that help make the season bright Whether you incorporate
handmade items as part of your decor, celebrations, or gift givingWagering Widow , Diane Gaston,
Apr 19, 2010, Fiction, 304 pages. Guy, Lord Keating, laden with his father's debts, elopes with
"heiress" Emily Duprey...only to discover she is as poor as he! Now his only hope of saving his
family and



Communication Skills Toolkit Unlocking the Secrets of Tertiary Success, Jane Grellier, Veronica
Goerke, 2010, Communication, 236 pages. The Communication Skills Toolkit is a valuable and
practical resource guide to enable students to develop effective communication skills. The text is
divided into five easy-toAnd so we speak voice and articulation, Johnnye Akin, 1958, Language
Arts & Disciplines, 249 pages



Psychological disorders of children a behavioral approach to theory, research, and therapy, Alan O.
Ross, Dec 1, 1979, Medical, 362 pagesThe Statutes at Large of South Carolina: General index and
a list of all the Acts of Assembly [1682-1838 , South Carolina, Thomas Cooper, David James
McCord, 1841, Law IR, an introduction to international relations , Michael Roskin, Nicholas O.
Berry, 1990, Political Science, 516 pages Quantum mechanics is said to be the most successful
physical theory ever. It is, in fact, unique in its success when applied to concrete physical
problems. On the other hand.
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Oxford Reading Tree Stage 12: TreeTops Stories Teaching Notes, Thelma Page, 2005, , 32 pages.
TreeTops Stories have been given a fresh new look with new covers, a new TreeTops logo,
parental notes on inside back cover and new teaching materials. NB. Please noteAll-Star Mathlete
Puzzles , Dick Hess, Francis Heaney, 2009, Games, 94 pages. Puzzle collections are ubiquitous. But
a collection like this one, with so many unusual and original entries, is rare indeed. Dick HessвЂ™s
gathering of his all-time favorites Pigeon Italian Pigeon Publications Ltd. Jest Another Good Clean
Joke Book , Bob Phillips, 1996, Humor, 175 pages. Once again, the master jokester--author of
Wacky Good Clean Jokes for Kids--edits and arranges wisecracks, anecdotes, ribticklers, and zany
puns. An entertaining fun-book The Changing Practices And Meanings Of Catholicism In Bourbon
Mexico are the subject of this study, based on research in the last wills and testaments of the
faithful of Mexico. Lists all the resources needed to create a balanced curriculum for
homeschooling--from preschool to high school level.



My Mother Talks to Trees , Doris Gove, 1999, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Although embarrassed
when her mother stops and talks to all the trees on their walk, a girl joins her in admiring their
leaves, flowers, needles, and seeds and recognizes themConfessing Christ As Lord The Urbana 81
Compendium, John Wesley Alexander, 1982, Religion, 269 pages
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Guitar World Presents Kiss , Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation, 1997, Music, 129 pages. From the
pages of Guitar World magazine, comes Guitar World Presents Kiss, an exciting and often explosive
collection of interviews, articles and essays on rock's most famousMission , Philip Spires, 2007,
Drama, 432 pages. Michael, a missionary priest, has just killed Munyasya, a retired army officer. It
might have been an accident, but Mulonzya, a politician resentful of the power of foreign Pigeon
Publications Ltd. Pigeon Publications, Limited, 2000
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The Long Journey of the Little Seed , Annie Reiner, 1996, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Children can
drift on the wind with a little seed as it soars over mountains and treetops, seeing clouds that look
like a man and a hat, a fluffy dog, and a big fishFour Years in a Government Exploring Expedition ,
George Colvocoresses, 2009, History, 387 pages. This is an OCR edition without illustrations or
index. It may have numerous typos or missing text. However, purchasers can download a free
scanned copy of the original rare
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Mars Underground , William K. Hartmann, Feb 15, 1999, Fiction, 448 pages. Planetary scientist
Alwyn Stafford has been on Mars longer than anyone, but when he disappears in the remote
desert of the Hellspontus, he creates a sensation, and the searchStinky Stanley, Superhero , Ann
Hodgman, John Emil Cymerman, Mar 1, 1994, Fiction, 114 pages. Stinky Stanley, Sam Moore's wild
clone, learns how to shoot spider webbing from his fingertips, and an evil scientist kidnaps Stanley
in order to perform experiments on him Criminal law cases and materials, John Cyril Smith, Brian
Hogan, 1996, Law, 690 pages Read Padma Venkatraman's posts on the Penguin Blog. Fifteen-year-
old Vidya dreams of going to collegeвЂ” an unusual aspiration for a girl living in British occupied
India during. Government response to HC 796-I, session 2010-11 (ISBN 9780215562050).
Celebrating handcrafted cowboy boots--a multicolored confetti of leather, a tattoo for the soul.
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The Negro handbook , Ebony, 1966, Social Science, 535 pagesColonial America: A Very Short
Introduction , Alan Taylor, Oct 11, 2012, History, 168 pages. In the traditional narrative of
American colonial history, early European settlements, as well as native peoples and African slaves,
were treated in passing as unfortunate Women in Corporate Management , Ronald J. Burke, Jul
31, 1997, Business & Economics, 103 pages. Although women now represent over forty percent of
the workforce in most countries, organizations have been slow to capitalize on the potential of
their women employees. This Pigeon Italian Pigeon Publications Ltd.



Charles Banks Wilson , Carol Haralson, Jan 1, 2010, Art, 200 pages. This stunning book, featuring
nearly two hundred reproductions of his works, celebrates both his life story and his artistic legacy.
The contributors to this book reveal WilsonBody Language (Collins Need to Know?) , Carolyn
Boyes, May 27, 2010, Psychology, 192 pages. This one-stop practical guide will show you how to
understand what other people are really feeling вЂ“ even before they do! To make your progress
easier, it comes in a handy The Underground Adventure , Roderick Hunt, Jan 1, 1993, Juvenile
Fiction, 24 pages 'There is only heroin, there is only Candy, the three of us adrift on the endless
sea of love. ' CANDY is a love story. It is also a harrowing investigation of the raw heart of. A
harried single mother of two young children in London, Ally James is less than thrilled with her
lackluster life. Her job marketing marmalade is a yawn fest and the domestic. Explores the failure
of the socialist movement in the United States using comparisons between the United States and
other industrialized nations to explain why American values.



Land Rover Series One to Freelander, Graham Robson, May 1, 2007, Transportation, 224 pages.
Land Rover - Series One to Freelander covers over nearly sixty years of Land Rover history. From
the very first Land Rover of 1948 to the most modern version, together with itsNew Irish Cookery ,
Paul Rankin, Jeanne Rankin, 2003, Cooking, 240 pages. In New Irish Cookery, two of IrelandвЂ™s
top chefsвЂ”the dynamic husband-and-wife team that runs the award-winning Belfast restaurant
CayenneвЂ”present 140 traditional Irish dishes



Science Of Desire , Erin Murphy, 2004, Poetry, 85 pagesNew Jersey , Deborah Kent, Jan 1, 1987,
New Jersey, 144 pages. Introduces the geography, history, government, economy, industry,
culture, historic sites, and famous people of this very small but very diverse state Marxist
economics for socialists a critique of reformism, John Harrison, 1978, Business & Economics, 169
pages download Pigeon Italian 0953436012, 9780953436019 Get a double dose of realistic
romance in this collection of two fan favorites from Deb Caletti. Love may or may not be all you
actually need, but itвЂ™s easy to feel that it is.
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American Journey, Volume 1 , David R. Goldfield, Virginia DeJohn Anderson, Jo Ann E. Argersinger,
Peter H. Argersinger, William L. Barney, Robert M. Weir, Carl Abbott, Feb 1, 2004, History, 608
pages. For freshman- and sophomore-level survey courses in U.S. History. To know history it to
love history This highly visual brief survey of U.S. History introduces students to theThe Boy I
Loved Before , Jenny Colgan, Mar 1, 2005, Fiction, 320 pages. While attending her best friend
Sashy's wedding, Flora Scurrison realizes that this monotonous, nine-to-five, cookie-cutter life is
exactly what's in store for her. While it download Pigeon Italian 0953436012, 9780953436019
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Hanover Street , Maureen Gregson, 1979, , 214 pagesCuentos Stories by Latinas, Alma GГіmez,
CherrГe Moraga, Mariana Romo-Carmona, 1983, Fiction, 241 pages
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Canada and Israel Building Apartheid, Yves Engler, 2010, History, 168 pages. This book is the first
critical primer about Canada's ties to Israel. It is a devastating account of Canadian complicity in
20th and 21st century colonialism, dispossession andTpm for America What It Is and Why You
Need It, HERBERT R AUTOR STEINBACHER, NORMA L AUTOR STEINBACHER, Jan 1, 1993,
Business & Economics, 147 pages. Can American Manufacturer's Answer the Challenge? Gaining a
hidden edge through improved maintenance Maintenance can account for as much as 40 percent
of manufacturing costs Verdigris , Paul Magrs, 2000, Doctor Who (Fictitious character), 288 pages.
Iris Wildthyme and her new friend Tom visit the Doctor at home in 1973. While out on a day trip, a
single carriage materializes out of nowhere, full of comatose bodies in "The English translation at
the beginning of each section is France's own, designed to provide the basis for the commentary.
This adept translation uses contemporary idioms and. You can learn about contentment in the
following ways: Think About It: Before you go shopping for something you need (or want), plan
how much money to spend and what things you.
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Tree of Sapphires The Enlightened Qabalah, David Goddard, Aug 1, 2004, Body, Mind & Spirit, 222
pages. Tree of Sapphires offers seekers a working knowledge of the mystical Qabalah, providing
the keys to unlock this ancient mystery tradition. Avoiding heavy theory, author DavidDavid Salle
New Paintings, , Feb 29, 2012, Art, 32 pages. Loosely adapted from the nineteenth-century river
scenes of George Caleb Bingham, David Salle's latest paintings of boats, water and abutting
wedges of landscape are completed



Paloma , Theresa Conway, Mar 1, 1981, Fiction, 663 pagesMaking Your Children's Ministry the Best
Hour of Every Kid's Week , David Staal, May 26, 2009, Religion, 208 pages. This book provides the
foundation for any church to develop a thriving childrenвЂ™s ministry by giving step-by-step
guidance and creative application exercises based on Willow



The Revelation of St. John the Divine , Austin Farrer, 1964, Bible, 233 pagesReleasing the
imagination essays on education, the arts, and social change, Maxine Greene, Jul 13, 1995, Art,
221 pages. It is imagination, says Maxine Greene, that opens our eyes to worlds beyond our
experience--enabling us to create, care for others, and envision social change. In Releasing the
Pigeon Publications Ltd. Pigeon Publications, Limited, 2000



Persian responses political and cultural interaction with(in) the Achaemenid Empire, Christopher
Tuplin, 2007, Biography & Autobiography, 373 pages. A generation ago the Achaemenid Empire
was a minor sideshow within long-established disciplines. For Greek historians, the Persians were
the defeated national enemy, a catalystFrommer's Maui 2011 , Jeanette Foster, Nov 2, 2010,
Travel, 416 pages. Completely updated every year (unlike most of the competition), Frommer's
Maui features gorgeous color photos of the stunning beaches and thrilling adventures that await
you Pigeon Italian 2000
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The Occult Interpretation of the Book of Revelation , Health Research, May 1, 1993, , 76 pages.
With five indexes covering: Symbols; Periods covered; Proper Sequence of Chapters; Key -
Symbols; ChaptersThe Origin of the Universe , John D. Barrow, May 9, 1997, Science, 150 pages.
Explains which events took place from "10 to the minus 35th power" seconds onward after the big
bang, detailing discoveries along the way which resolved many of the controversies Pigeon Italian
0953436012, 9780953436019
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Global Change Research and NASA's Earth Observing System. , United States. Congress. Office of
Technology AssessmentThe Standard of Civilization in International Society , Gerrit W. Gong, 1984,
Law, 267 pages download The Oxford Reference Grammar(P) , Sidney Greenbaum, 2000, English
language, 410 pages. The Oxford Reference Grammar is a readable and up-to-date guide to
modern English grammar. Designed for native English-speakers around the world, it presents the
key points Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are
now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works.
Describes how a teacher in Chicago encouraged his students to focus on a problem facing their
community and the steps they took to research and repair the problem. Provides engineers with an
in-depth look at the key concepts in the field. It incorporates new discussions on emerging areas of
heat transfer, discussing technologies that are.



Language Curriculum Design , I.S.P Nation, John Macalister, Aug 20, 2009, Education, 240 pages.
Combining sound research/theory with state-of-the-art practice, this crystal-clear and
comprehensive yet concise text describes the steps involved in the language curriculumPeople and
Place A Covenant Ecclesiology, Michael Scott Horton, 2008, Religion, 325 pages. In this final
volume of a four-volume series, Michael Horton explores the origin, mission, and destiny of the
church through the lens of covenantal theology. Arguing that the
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The Family Moskat A Novel, Isaac Bashevis Singer, Apr 3, 2007, Fiction, 611 pages. The vanished
way of life of Eastern European Jews in the early part of the twentieth century is the subject of this
extraordinary novel. All the strata of this complex societyFull Disclosure , Dee Henderson, Oct 2,
2012, Fiction, 480 pages. Dee Henderson Is Back! Ann Silver is a cop's cop. As the Midwest
Homicide Investigator, she is called in to help local law enforcement on the worst of cases, looking
for
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